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We derive a necessary and sufficient criterion for when a two dimensional gapped many-body
system with Abelian anyons and a unitary Z2 symmetry has a protected gapless edge mode. Our
criterion is phrased in terms of edge theories — or more specifically, chiral boson edge theories with
Z2 symmetry — and it applies to any bosonic or fermionic system whose boundary can be described
by such an edge theory. At an operational level, our criterion takes as input a chiral boson edge
theory with Z2 symmetry, and then produces as output a prediction as to whether this edge theory
can be gapped without breaking the symmetry. Like previous work, much of our derivation involves
constructing explicit perturbations that gap chiral boson edge theories. Interestingly, however, we
find that the standard class of gapping perturbations — namely cosine terms constructed from null-
vectors — is not sufficient to gap some edge theories with Z2 symmetry, and thus we are forced to
go beyond the usual null-vector analysis to establish our results.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Some two dimensional gapped quantum many-body
systems have the property that their edge is guaranteed
to be gapless as long as certain fundamental symmetries
are not broken. Systems of this kind are said to have pro-
tected edge modes. A famous example is the 2D topolog-
ical insulator, whose edge is gapless as long as time rever-
sal and charge conservation symmetry are preserved.1,2
An important aspect of protected edge modes is that
they are a property of an entire gapped quantum phase,
not just a particular model. That is, if a many-body
system has protected edge modes, then this property is
shared by every other many-body system that can be
continuously connected to the system in question without
breaking a symmetry or closing the bulk energy gap.
The physics of protected edge modes has been inves-
tigated most systematically for two classes of gapped
phases. The first class consists of phases that have anyon
excitations but no fundamental symmetries. Phases of
this kind are often called ‘topological’ phases. The sec-
ond class consists of phases that have some set of sym-
metries but do not support anyon excitations. Phases of
this type are known as ‘symmetry-protected topological’
(SPT) phases.
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2In both of these cases, there is a simple criterion that
determines whether or not a given phase has a protected
edge mode. For example, in the case of Abelian topolog-
ical phases, it has been argued3,4 that the edge can be
gapped (i.e. the edge is unprotected) if and only if (1)
the chiral central charge c− = 0, and (2) there exists a
collection of anyons that forms a ‘Lagrangian subgroup.’5
The criterion for non-Abelian topological phases is simi-
lar, but with Lagrangian subgroup replaced with a more
complicated mathematical object, called a ‘Lagrangian
algebra.’6,7 Likewise, in the case of SPT phases, it is be-
lieved that the edge can be gapped if and only if the SPT
phase is ‘trivial.’8 Here an SPT phase is said to be trivial
if it can be realized by a completely uncorrelated many-
body state like a product state or an atomic insulator.
Much less is known about protected edge modes in
phases with both global symmetries and anyons — so-
called ‘symmetry-enriched topological’ (SET) phases.
Most results have been derived only for individual
phases;9–12 general criteria for protected edge modes are
lacking except for special symmetry groups.13–15
To be clear, the problem is not just finding a criterion
for protected edge modes, but finding one that is prac-
tical. For example, it is possible to write down a gen-
eral criterion based on the ‘gauging’ construction, but
this criterion is difficult or impossible to use in most
cases. The criterion we have in mind16 applies to any
SET phase that is built out of bosons and has a finite
unitary onsite symmetry group G.17 It states that SET
phases of this kind can have a gapped symmetric edge if
and only if three conditions are satisfied: (1) c− = 0, (2)
there exists a collection of anyons in the corresponding
‘gauged’ SET phase that form a Lagrangian algebra, and
(3) this Lagrangian algebra contains at least one anyon
excitation carrying gauge flux Cg for each conjugacy class
Cg ⊂ G. (Here, the gauged SET phase is defined by cou-
pling the original SET phase to a dynamical gauge field
with gauge group G18). To see the problem with this cri-
terion, consider the simplest class of SET phases: those
with Abelian anyons and an Abelian symmetry group G.
Even in this case, the criterion becomes unwieldy if the
symmetries permute different anyon species. The rea-
son is that the gauged SET phase is non-Abelian in this
case19,20 and it is not clear how to find all Lagrangian
algebras in a non-Abelian topological phase.
Thus, for all practical purposes we still do not have
a systematic understanding of which SET phases have
protected edge modes. The goal of this paper is to ad-
dress this problem in the simplest case: SET phases with
Abelian anyons and with a unitary Z2 (Ising) symmetry.
Our main result is a necessary and sufficient criterion for
when these phases can have a gapped symmetric edge.
In general, SET phases can be described from either
a bulk21–23 or edge10,11,15,24 point of view. In this pa-
per we describe SET phases using edge theories, or more
specifically, chiral boson edge theories with Z2 symme-
try. Our criterion takes such a chiral boson edge the-
ory as input and then predicts whether or not it can be
gapped without breaking the symmetry. One limitation
of this approach is that we can only analyze phases whose
boundaries can be described by chiral boson edge theo-
ries. We do not know if every Abelian SET phase with
Z2 symmetry has this property.
Our results are broadly similar to those of Ref. 15,
which derived an analogous criterion for systems with
charge conservation and time reversal symmetry. How-
ever, there are several important differences between this
work and Ref. 15, beyond the choice of symmetry groups.
First, while Ref. 15 established the necessity of their cri-
terion using flux insertion arguments that are specific to
U(1) symmetry, we use a more general argument that
may be applicable to any symmetry group. In particu-
lar, we show that every gappable SET edge theory can be
associated with a corresponding SPT edge theory which
is also gappable, and then we establish the necessity our
criterion by bootstrapping from the SPT case.
The other difference between the two works involves
how we show that our criterion is sufficient for having a
gapped edge. In this work, as in Ref. 15, we establish the
sufficiency of our criterion by constructing explicit per-
turbations that gap chiral boson edge theories. However,
unlike Ref. 15 and many previous studies of SET edge
theories,9–11,13,14 we find that the standard class of gap-
ping perturbations — namely cosine terms constructed
from ‘null-vectors’ — are not sufficient to gap some edge
theories (e.g. see appendix F), and thus we are forced to
go beyond the usual null-vector analysis to establish our
results.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we re-
view relevant formalism, including chiral boson edge the-
ories, gapping perturbations, and Lagrangian subgroups.
In section III, we present our criterion and illustrate it
with several examples. In sections IV and V, we derive
our criterion in the special case of bosonic and fermionic
SPT edge theories, and in section VI we derive it in the
general case. Technical arguments are given in the ap-
pendices.
II. REVIEW
A. Chiral boson edge theories
Chiral boson theories are a general class of gapless
one dimensional field theories which can be realized at
the edges of two dimensional gapped many-body systems
with Abelian anyons.25–27 These field theories are built
out of N fields Φ1, ...,ΦN , obeying commutation relations
of the form
[Φi(x
′), ∂xΦj(x)] = 2piiK−1ij δ(x− x′), (1)
together with a Hamiltonian of the form
H =
N∑
i,j=1
∫ ∞
−∞
Vij
4pi
∂xΦi∂xΦjdx (2)
3HereK is aN×N symmetric, non-degenerate integer ma-
trix while V is a N ×N symmetric, positive definite real
matrix. One can think of K as describing the topological
properties of the edge, while V contains non-universal
information, such as the velocities of the edge modes. In
this paper, we will mostly ignore V since our focus is on
topological properties of edge theories.
Chiral boson edge theories come in two types: those
for which K has only even elements on the diagonal, and
those for which K has at least one odd element on the
diagonal. We will refer to the first type of edge theory as
‘bosonic’ and the second type as ‘fermionic.’ The reason
for this terminology is that the first type of edge theory
describes the boundary of a many-body system built out
of bosons, while the second type describes the boundary
of a many-body system built out of fermions.
An important ingredient in any edge theory is the set
of local operators. For the above edge theories, the fun-
damental local operators are of the form O = eiΛTΘ(x)
where
Θ =
Θ1...
ΘN
 , Θj ≡ N∑
k=1
KjkΦk (3)
and Λ is an N component integer column vector. All
other local operators can be constructed by taking deriva-
tives and products of these operators.
The physical interpretation of eiΘj(x) is that it is an
‘electron’ creation operator for the jth edge mode. Like-
wise, eiΛ
TΘ(x) can be interpreted as a generalized electron
scattering operator — a product of electron creation and
annihilation operators on different edge modes. (Note
that in this paper we use the term ‘electron’ to refer to
the underlying microscopic particles from which the sys-
tem is built, whether or not they are actually electrons).
B. Including a Z2 symmetry
To describe a Z2 symmetry transformation S within a
chiral boson edge theory, it suffices to specify the action
of S on the ‘electron’ creation operators eiΘj . In this
paper, we will consider symmetry actions of the following
general form:
S−1eiΘjS = ei
∑
kWkjΘk · eipiχj (4)
Here W is an N ×N integer matrix and χ is an N com-
ponent real vector. The matrix W can be thought of as
describing how the electron operators are permuted or
mixed by the Z2 symmetry, while χ describes the addi-
tional phases that are accumulated.
As an aside, we should mention that while it is tempt-
ing to express the symmetry transformation (4) as
S−1ΘjS =
N∑
k=1
WkjΘk + piχj ,
(as is common in the literature9–11,15) the latter formu-
lation is less general and we will not use it here. The
problem is that there is no reason that a symmetry ac-
tion on eiΘj must be extendable to a symmetry action
on its non-compact counterpart Θj . In fact, in many
examples such an extension does not exist.28
Returning to Eq. (4), we should point out that the ma-
trix W cannot be chosen arbitrarily: consistency requires
that W satisfy certain constraints:
W 2 = 1, WTKW = K (5)
Here the first constraint comes from demanding that
S2 = 1, while the second constraint comes from tak-
ing the logarithmic derivative of Eq. (4) with respect to
x, and then imposing the fact that the symmetry must
preserve the commutation relations (1). Note that the
relation S2 = 1 also gives constraints on χ, but we will
not need them here.
To summarize, a chiral boson edge theory with Z2
symmetry is characterized by a triplet (K,W,χ) obey-
ing certain constraints (5). The matrix K describes the
commutation relations of the underlying fields and W,χ
describe how the Z2 symmetry transformation S acts on
these fields.
C. Gapping perturbations and null vectors
One of the goals of this paper is to determine which of
the above edge theories can be gapped without breaking
the Z2 symmetry and which cannot. To investigate this
question, it is useful to have a library of perturbations
that can be used to gap chiral boson edge theories. In
this paper, we will focus on gapping perturbations that
take the form
H ′ =
N/2∑
i=1
∫ ∞
−∞
U cos(ΛTi Θ− αi)dx (6)
where Λ1, ...,ΛN/2 are linearly independent integer vec-
tors and α1, ..., αN/2 are arbitrary phases. Here each co-
sine term can be thought of as describing a process where
electrons are scattered between different edge modes.
The reason we consider a sum of N/2 cosine terms is
that this is the minimum number needed to gap an edge
with N modes.
Conveniently, there is a well-known sufficient29 condi-
tion under which the above perturbation H ′ is guaran-
teed to gap the edge if U is large. In particular, it is
known that the perturbation H ′ will gap the edge if the
vectors {Λ1, ...,ΛN/2} satisfy30
ΛTi KΛj = 0 for all i and j (7)
Such vectors are commonly referred to as ‘null-vectors.’
While the above null-vector condition (7) guarantees
that the perturbation H ′ will gap the edge, we need to
impose two more conditions to ensure that the gapped
4edge does not break the Z2 symmetry S. The first con-
dition is that
S−1H ′S = H ′. (8)
This condition guarantees that the perturbation does not
break the symmetry explicitly. The second condition is
that the set of null vectors {Λ1, ...,ΛN/2} is primitive,
that is, there is no solution to the equation
a1Λ1 + . . .+ aN/2ΛN/2 = kΛ (9)
where ai are integers with no common divisors, k is an
integer that is greater than 1, and Λ is an integer vector.
This primitivity condition ensures that the perturbation
does not break the symmetry spontaneously.15,31
If a perturbation H ′ satisfying the above conditions
exists, then it follows that the edge can be gapped with-
out breaking the Z2 symmetry. However, it is important
to keep in mind that the converse statement is not true
in general, i.e. the absence of an appropriate set of null
vectors does not imply that the edge cannot be gapped.
We will see an example of this below when we consider
the edge theory (35).
D. Anyons and Lagrangian subgroups
An important aspect of chiral boson edge theories
is that they contain information about the anyon ex-
citations in the 2D bulk. In particular, given an N -
component edge theory with matrix K, the bulk anyon
excitations can be parameterized by N -component inte-
ger vectors l, where the exchange statistics θa of an anyon
la and the mutual statistics θab between two anyons la, lb
are given by25,27
θa = pil
T
aK
−1la, θab = 2pilTaK
−1lb. (10)
If l is of the form l = KΛ where Λ is an integer vector,
then the corresponding anyon is electron-like — that is,
built out of electrons. Likewise, if l − l′ = KΛ, then l
and l′ are said to correspond to equivalent anyons, since
they differ by the addition of some number of electrons.
Why are bulk anyon excitations relevant to edge the-
ories? One reason is that the properties of these anyons
determine whether or not the chiral boson edge theory
can be gapped. In particular, it is known that, in the
absence of any symmetry, a chiral boson edge theory can
be gapped if and only if (i) sig(K) = 0 and (ii) the set
of anyons contains a Lagrangian subgroup.3,4 Here the
definition of a Lagrangian subgroup depends on whether
the system in question is bosonic or fermionic. In the
bosonic case, a Lagrangian subgroup is defined as a sub-
set of anyons L such that4
• All the anyons in L have trivial mutual statistics
with one another.
• All the anyons in L have bosonic exchange statis-
tics.
• Every anyon not in L has nontrivial mutual statis-
tics with at least one anyon in L.
Equivalently, a Lagrangian subgroup is a set of integer
vectors L such that
• lTK−1l′ is an integer for any l, l′ ∈ L.
• lTK−1l is an even integer for any l ∈ L.
• If l′ is not equivalent to any element of L, then
lTK−1l′ is non-integer for some l ∈ L.
In the fermionic case, a Lagrangian subgroup is defined
in the same way, except that we do not require that all
the anyons in L have bosonic exchange statistics. Equiv-
alently, we do not require that lTK−1l is an even integer
for every l ∈ L.
For our purposes, it is also important to define the
notion of when a Lagrangian subgroup L is invariant
under the Z2 symmetry: we will say that L is invariant
under a Z2 transformation S if the symmetry partner
of each anyon in L is also in L. In terms of the above
parameterization, this corresponds to the condition that
for each l ∈ L the vector WT l is equivalent to some
element l′ ∈ L.
III. MAIN RESULT
In this section we present our main result: a neces-
sary and sufficient criterion for when a Z2 symmetric chi-
ral boson edge theory (K,W,χ) can be gapped without
breaking the symmetry. Before stating the criterion, we
first define some important auxiliary quantities, which
we denote by χ+ and K±.
A. The auxiliary vector χ+
Given a chiral boson edge theory with Z2 symmetry,
(K,W,χ), we define χ+ as any N component real vector
that satisfies the two conditions
S−1eiΛ
T
+ΘS = eiΛ
T
+Θ · eipiΛT+χ+ ,
WTχ+ = χ+, (11)
where the first equality holds for all integer vectors Λ+
with WΛ+ = Λ+. The physical meaning of χ+ is similar
to χ in that it describes the extra phases that are ac-
quired by electron operators under the Z2 symmetry S.
The main difference is that χ+ only describes the sym-
metry transformation properties of a subset of electron
operators, namely those that transform into themselves
multiplied by a phase.
A note of caution about the above definition: to com-
pute χ+ for a given edge theory, one needs to know how
operators of the form eiΛ
T
+Θ transform under the sym-
metry. These symmetry transformations can be derived
5from the general rule (4), but one has to be careful to
take into account the non-trivial commutation relations
for the eiΘj operators. See appendix A for a calculation
of this type.
A few other comments about χ+: first, we would like
to point out that the conditions (11) do not uniquely
determine χ+ in terms of (K,W,χ). In particular, if χ+
is a solution of (11) then χ′+ = χ+ + δ is also a solution
as long as δ satisfies the two conditions
ΛT+δ = 0 (mod 2), W
T δ = δ, (12)
where the first equality holds for all integer vectors Λ+
with WΛ+ = Λ+. That being said, these different choices
of χ+ are not physically distinct and are akin to different
gauge choices in electromagnetism.
Another important comment is that there are general
constraints on χ+ which are similar in spirit to the con-
straints (5) on K,W . More specifically, using the fact
that S2 = 1, one can show that χ+ must obey
2χ+ = diag(KW +K) (mod 2) (13)
(see appendix A for a proof).
Finally, we would like to mention an explicit formula
for χ+ in terms of (K,W,χ). To use this formula, one first
has to make an integer change of basis so that (K,W,χ)
are in a particular form. In particular, as we show in
appendix B, it is always possible to put (K,W,χ) into
the following standard form:
W =
−1n−−m 0 0 00 1n+−m 0 00 0 0 1m
0 0 1m 0
 ,
K =

A 0 B −B
0 C D D
BT DT E F
−BT DT FT E
 , χ =
 0χ20
0
 (14)
Here, in the first equation, 1m denotes an m×m identity
matrix, and m,n+, n− are non-negative integers satisfy-
ing n+ + n− = N and m ≤ n±. In the second equation,
A,C,E, F are symmetric integer square matrices with
the same dimensions as the diagonal blocks of W . Fi-
nally, in the third equation, χ2 is a column vector with
n+ −m components, all of which are integer.
Once K,W and χ are in the above standard form, then
χ+ is given by (see appendix C)
χ+ =
 0χ2 + 2adiag(E + F )/2 + b
diag(E + F )/2 + b
 (15)
Here a, b are arbitrary integer vectors that parameterize
the different choices of χ+, as discussed in Eq. (12).
B. The K± matrices
In addition to the auxiliary vector χ+, we also define
two auxiliary matrices, K+ and K−. Roughly speaking,
these matrices describe the restriction of K to the +1 and
−1 eigenspaces of W . More precisely, K± are defined as
follows. First, define two sets, Ξ+ and Ξ−, by
Ξ± = {Λ± : WΛ± = ±Λ±, Λ± ∈ ZN} (16)
These two sets form integer lattices of dimension n+ and
n−, where n± are the dimensions of the ±1 eigenspaces of
W . It follows that Ξ± can be represented as Ξ± = V±Zn±
where V± are N × n± integer matrices. We then define
the matrices K± as
K± = V T±KV± (17)
For a more concrete definition of K+ and K−, suppose
that (K,W,χ) are in the standard form (14). Then, V±
can be written as
V+ =
 0 01n+−m 00 1m
0 1m
 , V− =
1n−−m 00 00 1m
0 −1m
 , (18)
so K± are given by
K+ =
(
C 2D
2DT 2(E + F )
)
, K− =
(
A 2B
2BT 2(E − F )
)
(19)
C. SPT criterion
With this background, we are now ready to state our
criterion for when a chiral boson edge theory (K,W,χ)
can be gapped without breaking the Z2 symmetry. We
begin by describing the criterion for the special case of
edge theories of symmetry-protected topological (SPT)
phases. These SPT edge theories are characterized by
two properties:
|det(K)| = 1, sig(K) = 0 (20)
Here the first property comes from the fact that SPT
phases do not support non-trivial anyon excitations,
while the second property comes from the fact that SPT
phases have a vanishing chiral central charge: c− = 0.32
Our criterion for SPT edge theories is as follows: an
SPT edge theory (K,W,χ) can be gapped without break-
ing the Z2 symmetry if and only if
ν = 0 (mod 2) (21)
where ν is defined by
ν ≡ 1
2
χT+K
−1χ+ +
1
4
sig(K(1−W )) (mod 2) (22)
6Here, χ+ is the auxiliary vector defined in Eq. (11), and
‘sig’ stands for signature.33
To understand this criterion, it is important to recog-
nize a few properties of ν (see appendices D and E for
proofs):
• ν takes the same value for any χ+ obeying (11).
• ν is always an integer in the bosonic SPT case, and
is a multiple of 1/4 in the fermionic SPT case.
The significance of the first property of ν is that it en-
sures that ν is well-defined — that is, ν does not depend
on an arbitrary choice of χ+. As for the second property,
notice that it tells us that ν can take 2 distinct values
in the bosonic case and 8 values in the fermionic case.
At the same time, recall that there are believed to be 2
distinct bosonic SPT phases8,34 and 8 distinct fermionic
SPT phases,35–38 which have a Z2 and Z8 group struc-
ture, respectively. Putting these two facts together, it
follows that ν can be directly interpreted in terms of the
Z2 (Z8) index of bulk bosonic (fermionic) SPT phases.
D. General criterion
Having warmed up with the SPT case, we can now
state our general criterion for chiral boson edge theories
with Z2 symmetry. In fact, we will present two versions
of this criterion with different advantages and disadvan-
tages.
The first version of the criterion is that an edge the-
ory (K,W,χ) can be gapped without breaking the Z2
symmetry if and only if three conditions are satisfied:
(I) The chiral central charge vanishes: sig(K) = 0.
(II) The set of anyons contains a Lagrangian subgroup
L that is invariant under the Z2 symmetry.
(III) Let U be an N ×N integer matrix with the prop-
erty that UZN = Γ where Γ is the anyon lat-
tice corresponding to the Lagrangian subgroup L:
Γ = {l +KΛ : l ∈ L, Λ ∈ ZN}. Then there exists
at least one choice of χ+ satisfying Eq. (11) such
that χ˜+ ≡ UTK−1χ+ obeys
1
2
χ˜T+K˜
−1χ˜+ +
1
4
sig(K˜(1− W˜ )) = 0 (mod 2) (23)
2χ˜+ = diag(K˜ + K˜W˜ ) (mod 2) (24)
where K˜ ≡ UTK−1U and W˜ ≡ U−1WTU .
Let us explain the physical interpretation of the above
conditions. Conditions (I) and (II) are easy to under-
stand. Condition (I) is equivalent to requiring that there
are an equal number of left and right moving edge modes.
This is obviously a necessary condition for having a
gapped edge since an edge theory with different num-
bers of left and right moving modes can never be gapped.
Condition (II) is also straightforward: regardless of sym-
metry concerns, it is known that any Abelian topological
phase with a gapped edge must have at least one La-
grangian subgroup.3 This Lagrangian subgroup can be
physically interpreted as the set of anyons that can be
annihilated/absorbed at the gapped boundary. Clearly
this set must be invariant under the symmetry if the
boundary is Z2 symmetric.
Condition (III) is more subtle. To understand this con-
dition, one needs to make two observations. The first ob-
servation is that if we were to condense the anyons in the
Lagrangian subgroup L then this anyon condensation39
would drive a bulk phase transition from an SET phase
to a phase with no anyons, i.e. an SPT phase. The sec-
ond observation is that the three quantities (K˜, W˜ , χ˜+)
can be interpreted as the data describing the edge theory
for this SPT phase.
If we accept the above interpretation, we see that
Eq. (23) is simply the requirement that the condensed
SPT phase is trivial (21). Likewise, Eq. (24) is equiva-
lent to the general self-consistency condition (13) on the
SPT edge theory. Putting this all together, we conclude
that condition (III) is equivalent to requiring that there
exists at least one40 way to condense the anyons in the
Lagrangian subgroup L while maintaining the Z2 sym-
metry such that the result is a trivial SPT phase.
We now discuss the second version of the criterion.
In this version, an edge theory (K,W,χ) can be gapped
without breaking the Z2 symmetry if and only if the fol-
lowing four conditions are satisfied:
(i) The chiral central charge vanishes: sig(K) = 0.
(ii) The set of anyons contains a Lagrangian subgroup
L that is invariant under the Z2 symmetry.
(iii) |det(K±)| · 2|sig(K±)| is a perfect square.
(iv) There exists at least one choice of χ+ obeying
Eq. (11) such that g(χ+) = 0 (mod 2), where
g(x) ≡ 1
2
xTK−1x+
1
4
sig(K(1−W )) (25)
We can see that the only difference from the first version
of the criterion is that condition (III) has been replaced
by (iii) and (iv). The advantage of this replacement is
that conditions (iii) and (iv) are easier to check in prac-
tice; the disadvantage is that their physical meaning is
less clear.
Indeed, the physical interpretation of condition (iii) is
mysterious to us. As for condition (iv), the only insight
we can provide relies on a conjecture. This conjecture
states that the following two sets are identical:
{epiig(χ+) : χ+ obeying (11)} = {e2iθa : Z2 fluxes a}
(26)
Here the set on the left hand side is defined by letting χ+
run over all solutions of (11). The set on the right hand
7side is defined via the ‘gauging’ construction: imagine
coupling the SET phase with edge theory (K,W,χ) to
a dynamical Z2 gauge field. Then let a run over all the
Z2 flux excitations in this gauged SET phase and let eiθa
denote the topological spin of a.
If the above conjecture is correct then condition (iv)
is equivalent to requiring that the gauged SET phase
has at least one Z2 flux excitation with topological spin
eiθa = ±1. The latter condition can be motivated by
noting that it is a weaker version41 of condition (3) from
the criterion in the introduction. This condition has also
been previously conjectured to be a necessary require-
ment for an SET phase to support a gapped symmetric
edge.11
A few more comments about conditions (i)-(iv): first,
we should point out that while condition (iv) looks very
similar to the SPT criterion discussed above, there is an
important difference between the two: in the case of gen-
eral edge theories, g(χ+) does not necessarily take the
same value for every χ+ obeying Eq. (11). Therefore, to
check condition (iv) it is necessary to compute g(χ+) for
all χ+ obeying Eq. (11), not just a single choice, as in
the SPT case.
Another important comment is that conditions (i)-(iv)
are not all independent of one another in the case of
bosonic systems. In particular, one can show that con-
dition (iii) is guaranteed to hold if conditions (i) and (ii)
hold.42 This means that we can omit condition (iii) in
the bosonic case.
E. Examples
We now illustrate both the SPT criterion and the gen-
eral criterion with a few examples.
1. SPT examples
Example 1: The first example we consider is the
bosonic SPT edge theory with
K =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, W =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, χ =
(
1
0
)
(27)
The corresponding Z2 symmetry transformation is
S−1eiΘ1S = −eiΘ1 , S−1eiΘ2S = eiΘ2 (28)
It is easy to see that the above edge theory can be gapped
without breaking the Z2 symmetry: indeed, the pertur-
bation U cos(Θ2) does the job, according to the condi-
tions described in section II C. Thus, this edge theory can
be identified with the boundary of a trivial SPT phase.18
Let us check that our criterion gives the same result.
To do this, we first need to compute χ+. Applying the
formula in Eq. (15), we see that one choice for χ+ is
χ+ = χ =
(
1
0
)
(29)
Computing ν, we obtain
ν =
1
2
· 0 + 1
4
· 0 = 0 (mod 2) (30)
Thus, our criterion correctly predicts that the edge the-
ory (27) can be gapped without breaking the symmetry.
Example 2: Next we consider the bosonic SPT
edge theory with
K =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, W =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, χ =
(
1
1
)
(31)
The corresponding Z2 symmetry transformation is:
S−1eiΘ1S = −eiΘ1 , S−1eiΘ2S = −eiΘ2 (32)
In contrast to the first example, it is known that this
edge theory cannot be gapped without breaking the Z2
symmetry. Thus the edge theory (31) can be identified
with the boundary of a non-trivial SPT phase.18
Again, let us check that our criterion gives the right
result. Using the formula in Eq. (15), we have
χ+ = χ =
(
1
1
)
(33)
Hence
ν =
1
2
· 2 + 1
4
· 0 = 1 (mod 2) (34)
Thus, our criterion correctly predicts that the edge
theory (31) cannot be gapped without breaking the
symmetry.
Example 3: The third example we consider is the
following bosonic SPT edge theory:43
K =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, W =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, χ =
(
0
0
)
(35)
This data corresponds to a symmetry transformation
that exchanges the two electron operators, eiΘ1 , eiΘ2 :
S−1eiΘ1S = eiΘ2 , S−1eiΘ2S = eiΘ1 (36)
It is easy to see that the above edge theory (35) does
not support Z2 symmetric gapping perturbations of the
null-vector type discussed in section II C. Indeed the null-
vector condition (7) requires that we consider perturba-
tions of the form U cos(ΛTΘ − α) where either the first
or second component of Λ is zero, while the symmetry
condition (8) requires that the two components of Λ are
equal. Clearly these two conditions cannot be simulta-
neously satisfied for any non-trivial Λ. Nevertheless, in
appendix F, we show that (35) can be gapped using a dif-
ferent kind of Z2 symmetric perturbation, which is not of
the null-vector type. The latter result implies the above
edge theory can be identified with the boundary of a triv-
ial SPT phase.
8Now let us check whether our criterion gives the right
answer. According to Eq. (15),
χ+ =
(
1/2
1/2
)
(37)
Now computing ν we find
ν =
1
2
· 1
2
− 1
4
= 0 (mod 2) (38)
Again, our criterion gives the correct prediction: the
edge theory (35) can be gapped without breaking the
symmetry.
Example 4: As a final example, consider the fol-
lowing fermionic SPT edge theory:
K =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, W =
(−1 0
0 1
)
, χ =
(
0
0
)
(39)
This data corresponds to the symmetry transformation
S−1eiΘ1S = e−iΘ1 , S−1eiΘ2S = eiΘ2 (40)
The above edge theory describes the boundary of a non-
trivial fermionic SPT phase — in particular the ‘root’
phase with Z8 index equal to 1. To see this, let us
refermionize the edge theory, and define two fermion op-
erators c†1 = e
iΘ1 , c†2 = e
iΘ2 . The symmetry transforma-
tion then becomes
S−1c†1S = c1, S
−1c†2S = c
†
2 (41)
If we then break the complex fermions c1, c2 into four
Majorana fermions: c1 =
1
2 (γ1 + iγ2), and c2 =
1
2 (γ3 +
iγ4), we then have
S−1γ1S = γ1, S−1γ2S = −γ2
S−1γ3S = γ3, S−1γ4S = γ4 (42)
In this language, the edge consists of 4 Majorana fermion
modes, of which γ1, γ2 are right moving and γ3, γ4 are
left-moving. It is clear that we can gap out the γ1 and
γ3 mode by adding the symmetry-allowed backscattering
term iγ1γ3. The resulting edge theory then has one right-
moving mode γ2 and one left moving mode γ4, where γ2
is odd under the symmetry and γ4 is even under the sym-
metry. This is exactly the edge theory of the fermionic
SPT phase with Z8 index equal to 1.35–38
We now check to see that our criterion gives the right
result for this edge theory. According to Eq. (15),
χ+ =
(
0
0
)
(43)
Now computing ν we find
ν =
1
2
· 0 + 1
4
=
1
4
(mod 2) (44)
Hence our criterion correctly predicts that the edge can-
not be gapped. It also correctly predicts that the bulk
SPT phase has a Z8 index equal to 1 (the Z8 index is
given by 4ν in the fermionic case).
2. Examples of general criterion
Example 1: As a first example of the general crite-
rion, consider the following set of edge theories:11
K =
(
0 n
n 0
)
, W =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, χ =
(
0
0
)
, (45)
where n ≥ 2. These edge theories can be realized as
boundaries of a particular class of bosonic SET phases.
To understand the nature of these SET phases, notice
that the formalism of section II D implies that there are
n2 different anyons in the bulk which can be parametrized
as l = (i, j) where 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n− 1. The mutual statistics
between two anyons is given by
θ(i,j),(k,l) =
2pi(il + jk)
n
(46)
while the exchange statistics of a single anyon is given by
θ(i,j) =
2piij
n
(47)
This braiding statistics data agrees exactly with the cor-
responding data for Zn gauge theory where the anyon
l = (1, 0) is the Zn ‘charge’ while l = (0, 1) is the Zn
‘flux.’ Thus, we can think of the bulk SET phase as a
Zn gauge theory. In the gauge theory language, we can
think of the Z2 symmetry W as an ‘electric-magnetic’
symmetry that exchanges the charge and flux excitation,
or more generally exchanges the anyons (i, j)↔ (j, i).20
We now apply our criterion to determine which of the
above edge theories can by gapped without breaking the
symmetry. The first step is to find the most general
choice for χ+. The easiest way to do this is to use the
explicit formula (15), which gives
χ+ =
(
n/2 + b
n/2 + b
)
(48)
for any integer b.
Having found χ+, the next step is to check conditions
(i)-(iv) of the second version of the criterion. Clearly
condition (i), i.e. sig(K) = 0, is satisfied for all n. Next
consider condition (iii). To check this condition, we first
compute K+ and K− using the explicit formulas (19):
K+ = 2n, K− = −2n (49)
Therefore
|det(K±)| · 2|sig(K±)| = 4n (50)
so condition (iii) is satisfied if and only if n is a perfect
square.
As for condition (ii), it is easy to see that if n is a per-
fect square then there always exists a Lagrangian sub-
group invariant under the symmetry. Indeed, the follow
subgroup does the job:
L = { (k · √n, l · √n) : 0 ≤ k, l < √n }
9Moving on to condition (iv), we now show that if n
is perfect square then there always exists a choice of χ+
such that g(χ+) = 0 (mod 2). Indeed, from (48) we have
g(χ+) =
1
2
(n+ 2b)2
2n
− 1
4
(51)
One can then see that this expression vanishes if we
choose
b =
−n+√n
2
(52)
Putting this all together, our criterion tells us that the
SET edge theory (45) can be gapped without breaking
the symmetry if and only if n is a perfect square.
Example 2: Another interesting set of examples
is given by the following edge theories:
K =
(
n 0
0 −n
)
, W =
(−1 0
0 1
)
, χ =
(
0
χ2
)
, (53)
where n ≥ 2 and χ2 is an integer. Note that these edge
theories describe the boundaries of bosonic SET phases
when n is even and fermionic SET phases when n is odd.
Let us apply our criterion to determine which of the
above edge theories can be gapped. The first step is to
find the most general choice for χ+. The easiest way to
do this is to use the explicit formula (15), which gives
χ+ =
(
0
χ2 + 2a
)
(54)
for any integer a.
Now let us check conditions (i)-(iv) of the second ver-
sion of our criterion (second version). Clearly condition
(i), i.e. sig(K) = 0, is satisfied for all n. As for condition
(iii), we have
K+ = −n, K− = n (55)
Therefore
|det(K±)| · 2|sig(K±)| = 2n (56)
It follows that condition (iii) is satisfied if and only if n/2
is a perfect square.
Moving on to condition (ii), it is not hard to see that if
n/2 is a perfect square, then there is always a Lagrangian
subgroup that is invariant under the symmetry:
L = {
(
k ·
√
n/2, l ·
√
n/2
)
: 0 ≤ k, l <
√
2n,
k + l = 0 (mod 2) }
As for condition (iv), we now show that assuming
n/2 is perfect square, then there exists a choice of χ+
such that g(χ+) = 0 (mod 2) if and only if χ2 =
√
n/2
(mod 2). To see this, note that Eq. (54) gives
g(χ+) = −1
2
(χ2 + 2a)
2
n
+
1
4
(57)
One can then see that this expression vanishes if we
choose
a =
√
n/2− χ2
2
(58)
Conversely, it is not hard to check that there is no
solution to g(χ+) = 0 (mod 2) if χ2 6=
√
n/2 (mod 2).
Putting this all together, our criterion tells us that the
SET edge theory (53) can be gapped without breaking
the symmetry if and only if n/2 is a perfect square and
χ2 =
√
n/2 (mod 2).
Example 3: As a final example, we now discuss a
subset of chiral boson edge theories which are especially
easy to analyze using our criterion: namely edge theories
with W = 1. In this case the Z2 symmetry does not
permute any anyons, so our criterion simplifies in several
ways. First, because the anyons are not permuted, any
Lagrangian subgroup is automatically invariant under
the symmetry. Also, it is easy to see that K+ = K
and K− = ∅ in this case, so condition (iii) reduces to
the requirement that |det(K)| is perfect square. The
latter condition is guaranteed to hold as long there is
a Lagrangian subgroup, so we can drop condition (iii)
entirely. Finally, using Eq. (15), we see that the most
general choice for χ+ is χ+ = χ + 2a where a is an
integer vector. Putting this all together, we conclude
that this class of SETs has a gapped symmetric edge if
and only if (a) sig(K) = 0; (b) the set of anyons has a
Lagrangian subgroup; and (c)
1
2
(χT + 2aT )K−1(χ+ 2a) = 0 (mod 2) (59)
for some integer vector a.
IV. DERIVATION FOR BOSONIC SPT EDGE
THEORIES
In this section we prove our criterion for the special
case of bosonic SPT edge theories. We start with this
special case both because the derivation is simpler and
because we will need these results when we prove the
general criterion in section VI.
A. Preliminary simplifications
Our goal is to establish the criterion (21): that is, a
bosonic SPT edge theory (K,W,χ) can be gapped if and
only if ν = 0 (mod 2). We begin with a few simplifica-
tions. First, recall that ν can only take the values 0 or
1 (mod 2) in the bosonic case (see Appendix E). Given
this fact, it suffices to prove two claims:
• If ν = 0 (mod 2), the edge theory (K,W,χ) can be
gapped.
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• If ν = 1 (mod 2), the edge theory (K,W,χ) cannot
be gapped.
To simplify the proof further, we observe that ν is
additive under ‘stacking’ of edge theories: that is if
{Ka,Wa, χa} and {Kb,Wb, χb} are two edge theories, and
{Ka+b,Wa+b, χa+b} denotes their direct sum, then the
corresponding ν’s obey
νa+b = νa + νb (60)
Given this observation, we now argue that it suffices to
prove the first claim: that is, the second claim follows for
free. To see this, let (K,W,χ) be a bosonic SPT edge
theory with ν = 1 (mod 2) and consider the composite
edge theory obtained by taking a direct sum of (K,W,χ)
and the edge theory (31). By the additivity property
(60), this composite edge theory has ν = 0 (mod 2) since
the edge (31) has ν = 1. Hence, if we can prove the
first claim, then it follows that this composite edge the-
ory can be gapped, which means that the corresponding
bulk SPT phase is trivial. This in turn implies that the
SPT phase associated with (K,W,χ) is non-trivial (since
stacking it with a non-trivial SPT phase gives a trivial
SPT phase and bosonic SPT phases obey a Z2 group law
under stacking). Hence the edge theory (K,W,χ) cannot
be gapped, establishing the second claim.
In fact, it suffices to prove the first claim in the special
case
sig(K(1−W )) = 0 (61)
One way to see this is to recall the edge theory (35). This
is the edge theory of a trivial bosonic SPT phase, as we
prove in Appendix F. Furthermore, this theory has ν =
0. Thus, stacking with this edge theory does not affect
either the gappability of the edge or the value of ν. At
the same time, the theory (35) has sig(K(1−W )) = −1,
so given any edge theory, we can always stack with an
appropriate number of copies of the edge theory (35) so as
to ensure that the combined theory has sig(K(1−W )) =
0.
B. Derivation
As discussed in section IV A, it suffices to show that
we can gap the bosonic SPT edge theories (K,W,χ)
with ν = 0 (mod 2) and sig(K(1 − W )) = 0. We
will do this by showing that such edge theories always
support a set of linearly independent integer vectors
{Λ(1)+ , ...,Λ(n+/2)+ ,Λ(1)− , ...,Λ(n−/2)− } with four properties:
1. The vectors are mutually null: (Λ
(j)
± )
TKΛ
(k)
± = 0.
2. The vectors are eigenvectors of W : WΛ
(j)
± = ±Λ(j)± .
3. {Λ(1)+ , ...,Λ(n+/2)+ } are primitive.
4. (Λ
(j)
+ )
Tχ+ = 0 (mod 2).
Using the above null vectors, we will construct a pertur-
bation (6) that gaps the edge theory without breaking the
Z2 symmetry. Here n+ and n− denote the dimensions of
the +1 and −1 eigenspaces of W .
1. Proving K± have null vectors
In this section, we show that both the K+ and K−
matrices (17) have a complete set of null vectors. We
will see why this result is useful in section IV B 2, when
we use the null vectors of K± to construct corresponding
null vectors for K.
To establish that K+ and K− both have a complete
set of null vectors, it suffices to prove two claims: (i)
sig(K±) = 0, and (ii) the Abelian topological phases cor-
responding to the K-matrices K± have Lagrangian sub-
groups. Indeed, Ref. 3 showed that these two properties
guarantee the existence of the required null vectors.
To see that sig(K±) = 0, observe that
sig(K−) = sig(K(1−W )),
sig(K+) = sig(K)− sig(K−) (62)
The fact that sig(K±) = 0 then follows from our assump-
tion that sig(K(1−W )) = 0, together with the fact that
sig(K) = 0 for any SPT edge theory.
Proving that the topological phases corresponding to
K± have Lagrangian subgroups requires a bit more work.
We accomplish this using the following lemma (see below
for proof):
Lemma 1. If a bosonic Abelian topological phase has the
property that the chiral central charge c− = 0 (mod 8),
and that a× a = 1 for every anyon a, then the phase has
a Lagrangian subgroup.
With this lemma in hand, our task reduces to showing
that (a) K± describe bosonic topological phases, and (b)
all the anyons in these phases obey a × a = 1. The first
property will follow if we can show that K± have only
even elements on the diagonal, while the second property
will follow if we can show that 2K−1± are integer matrices.
The fact that K± have only even elements on the di-
agonal follows from the definition K± ≡ V T±KV± (17),
together with the fact that K has only even elements on
the diagonal. As for the fact that 2K−1± are integer ma-
trices, we will now prove this claim for K+ — the proof
for K− is similar. Let x be an n+ component vector
such that K+x is an integer vector. Then Λ
T
+KV+x is
an integer for every Λ+ ∈ Ξ+. At the same time, it is
clear that ΛT−KV+x = 0 for every Λ− ∈ Ξ− since V+x is
even under W , while Λ− is odd under W . Noting that
every integer vector y can be written as a linear combi-
nation y = 12 (Λ+ + Λ−) with Λ± ∈ Ξ±, we deduce that
2yTKV+x is always an integer for every integer vector
y. It then follows that 2V+x is an integer vector since
detK = ±1. Hence 2x must be an integer vector (since
2V+x is clearly an element of Ξ+). Thus, we have shown
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that if K+x is an integer vector then 2x is an integer
vector. The claim follows immediately.
We now give the proof of Lemma 1:
Proof. First we prove a weaker result: we show that any
nontrivial topological phase obeying the conditions of the
lemma must contain at least one anyon b 6= 1 which is
a boson. To see this, recall the general relation between
the chiral central charge and the topological spins of the
anyons in a bosonic topological phase:44
1
D
∑
a∈A
d2ae
iθa = e2piic−/8, D =
√∑
a∈A
d2a (63)
Here A denotes the set of anyons in the (bosonic) topo-
logical phase, while eiθa is the topological spin and da is
the quantum dimension of anyon a, and c− denotes the
chiral central charge.
In the case at hand, we have c− = 0 (mod 8) and we
also know that da = 1 for all a because the phase is
Abelian. Thus, this identity can be rewritten as∑
a∈A
eiθa =
√
|A| (64)
where |A| denotes the number of anyons in the topolog-
ical phase. At the same time, since a × a = 1 for every
a, we know that the topological spins can only take 4
possible values: eiθa ∈ {±1,±i} (this follows from the
composition rule for exchange statistics eiθa×a = e4iθa to-
gether with the fact that the topological spin is the same
as exchange statistics in the Abelian case). Putting these
two facts together, we see that if the topological phase is
nontrivial i.e. |A| > 1, then there must be at least one
anyon b 6= 1 with eiθb = 1, since this is the only way the
left hand side of (64) can have a real part larger than 1.
This proves that there is always at least one anyon b 6= 1
which is a boson.
With the help of the above result, we now prove the
lemma. The argument is by induction: we assume the
lemma holds for all topological phases with n−1 or fewer
anyons, and we show that the lemma holds for phases
with n anyons. To this end, consider any topological
phase with n anyons that obeys the above conditions.
As we argued above, this topological phase must contain
at least one anyon b 6= 1 which is a boson. We can there-
fore condense this boson and thereby construct a new
topological phase with n/4 anyons. We will denote the
set of anyons in this condensed phase by A′. Formally,
A′ is defined as follows. Let Zb be the set of all anyons
in A that have trivial mutual statistics with respect to b.
Then the set of anyons in the condensed phase A′ is given
by the quotient group A′ = Zb/{1, b}. Following this for-
mal definition, it is easy to see that the condensed phase
also obeys a × a = 1 for all a ∈ A′. One can also show
that the condensed phase obeys c− = 0 (mod 8). Hence,
by our inductive assumption the condensed phase must
have a Lagrangian subgroup L. One can then check that
the subgroup of anyons generated by 〈L, b〉 gives a La-
grangian subgroup for the original phase. This completes
the inductive step.
2. Proving K has symmetric null vectors
So far we have shown that K± ≡ V T±KV± each have
a complete set of null vectors. Let us denote the null
vectors of K+ by {Λ¯(1)+ , ..., Λ¯(n±/2)+ } and the null vectors
of K− by {Λ¯(1)− , ..., Λ¯(n−/2)− }.
The next step is to use these null vectors to construct
corresponding null vectors for K: to do this, we simply
define
Λ
(j)
± = V±Λ¯
(j)
± (65)
By construction, {Λ(1)+ , ...,Λ(n+/2)+ ,Λ(1)− , ...,Λ(n−/2)− } are
mutually null with respect to K. Furthermore, it is clear
that WΛ
(j)
± = ±Λ(j)± . Thus, these vectors automatically
satisfy the first two properties listed in the beginning of
section IV B. The goal of this section is to show that
they obey the third and fourth properties as well —
that is {Λ(1)+ , ...Λ(n+/2)+ } are primitive and (Λ(j)+ )Tχ+ = 0
(mod 2).
We will do this by showing that we can always choose
the Λ¯
(j)
+ vectors so that {Λ¯(1)+ , ...Λ¯(n+/2)+ } are primitive
and
(Λ¯
(j)
+ )
T χ¯+ = 0 (mod 2) (66)
where χ¯+ = V
T
+ χ+.
We establish these two results using the following
lemma (see below for proof):
Lemma 2. Let K be an n×n symmetric, integer matrix
and let χ be an n component vector. Suppose K,χ are of
the form
K =
κ 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
 , χ =
x1
0
 (67)
for some (n−2)×(n−2) matrix κ and some (n−2) compo-
nent vector x. If (i) K has n/2 linearly independent null
vectors {Λ1, ...,Λn/2} and (ii) 12χTK−1χ = 0 (mod 2),
then there exist another set of n/2 linearly independent,
primitive null vectors {Λ′1, ...,Λ′n/2} with (Λ′i)Tχ = 0
(mod 2).
To apply the lemma in our case, we set K = K+,
χ = χ¯+. We can readily verify that K+, χ¯+ obey all the
conditions of the lemma. Indeed, K+ is clearly a sym-
metric, integer matrix. Furthermore one can check that
1
2 χ¯
T
+K
−1
+ χ¯+ = 0 (mod 2): this follows from the identity
χ¯T+K
−1
+ χ¯+ = χ
T
+K
−1χ+ (68)
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together with the relation
1
2
χT+K
−1χ+ = 0 (mod 2), (69)
where the latter comes from our assumption that ν = 0
(mod 2) and sig(K(1 −W )) = 0. As for the condition
that K+, χ¯+ have the block diagonal structure shown in
Eq. (67), we can assume this structure without loss of
generality, using a ‘stacking’ argument. In particular,
we can always consider the direct sum of whatever edge
theory we are interested in, and the trivial SPT edge the-
ory (27). This stacking with the trivial SPT edge theory
does not affect either the value of ν or the gappability of
the edge (since (27) has ν = 0), but it ensures that the
composite edge theory has a K+ and χ¯ of the form in
(67).
We now give the proof of Lemma 2:
Proof. To begin, let m = 14x
Tκ−1x. By assumption m is
an integer. Next, define w to be the following n compo-
nent integer vector:
w = det(κ) ·
κ−1x−2m
1
 (70)
The vector w has two important properties. First, w
obeys wTKw = 0. Second, w has the property that
Kw = det(κ) ·
χ−

0
...
0
2m

 (71)
The latter property means that if Λ is an integer vector
with ΛTKw = 0, then we will automatically have
ΛTχ = 0 (mod 2) (72)
This is very useful since ultimately we want to find null
vectors satisfying Eq. (72).
The next step is to use the fact that K has n/2 linearly
independent null vectors Λ1, ...,Λn/2. Let V be the real-
linear subspace defined by
V = {v : v =
∑
i
aiΛi + aw, v
TKw = 0, ai, a ∈ R}
(73)
It is easy to see that V is at least n/2 dimensional. To
see this, note that either w is linearly independent from
Λ1, ...,Λn/2 or it is linearly dependent. In the former case,
V has n/2 + 1 generators and 1 constraint, while in the
latter case, it has n/2 generators and no constraint since
in this case vTKw = 0 follows from the null property of
the Λi’s. Thus, in either case V has dimension n/2.
Given that V is defined by integer constraints
(vTKw = 0) and integer generators (Λi, w), and given
that it is n/2 dimensional, it follows that V∩Zn is an n/2
dimensional integer lattice. Let {Λ′1, ...,Λ′n/2} be gener-
ators of this lattice. By construction these vectors are
linearly independent and primitive, and have the null
property (Λ′i)
TKΛ′j = 0. Furthermore, (Λ
′
i)
TKw = 0
so Λ′i obeys Eq. (72).
3. Constructing a gapping perturbation
At this point, we have constructed N/2 lin-
early independent null vectors of K, denoted
{Λ(1)+ , ...,Λ(n+/2)+ ,Λ(1)− , ...,Λ(n−/2)− } satisfying the four
properties listed in section IV B:
1. (Λ
(j)
± )
TKΛ
(k)
± = 0 for all j, k.
2. WΛ
(j)
± = ±Λ(j)± .
3. {Λ(1)+ , ...,Λ(n+/2)+ } are primitive.
4. (Λ
(j)
+ )
Tχ+ = 0 (mod 2) for all j.
In this section, we use these null vectors to construct a
perturbation that gaps the edge but does not break the
Z2 symmetry explicitly or spontaneously.
Naively one might think that we could simply use the
gapping perturbation H ′ (6) with {Λi} = {Λ(i)± }. Indeed,
properties 2 and 4 guarantee that this perturbation is in-
variant under the Z2 symmetry (for an appropriate choice
of αi) and furthermore property (1) guarantees that it
gaps the edge for sufficiently large U . The problem is
that the full set of vectors {Λ(i)± } is not necessarily prim-
itive, i.e. it does not necessarily obey Eq. (9). As a re-
sult, we cannot rule out the possibility that the perturba-
tion breaks the symmetry spontaneously. To address this
loophole, we now show how to construct a closely related
perturbation using primitive null vectors {Λ1, ...,ΛN/2}.
To begin, let U be the real subspace spanned by {Λ(i)± }:
U = {u : u =
∑
i
ciΛ
(i)
+ +
∑
i
diΛ
(i)
− , ci, di ∈ R} (74)
Let Υ = U ∩ ZN . Clearly Υ is an N/2 dimensional
integer lattice. Furthermore, Υ is invariant under W
since WΛ
(i)
± = ±Λ(i)± . Therefore, if we pick a basis for
Υ, then the action of W on the basis vectors defines an
(N/2)×(N/2) integer matrix that squares to the identity.
Now, in appendix B we show that any integer matrix that
squares to the identity can be put in the simple canonical
form (B10). Applying this argument to W , it follows that
we can find another basis for Υ, denoted {Λ1, ...,ΛN/2}
such that the action of W on the Λi’s takes the form
WΛ2i−1 = Λ2i, WΛ2i = Λ2i−1, 1 ≤ i ≤ q
WΛi = −Λi, 2q + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2q + r
WΛi = Λi, 2q + r + 1 ≤ i ≤ N/2 (75)
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for some non-negative integers q, r with 2q + r ≤ N/2.
With the help of the Λi vectors, we can now write down
the desired gapping perturbation:
H ′ =
q∑
i=1
∫ ∞
−∞
[
U cos(ΛT2i−1Θ) + U cos(Λ
T
2iΘ− α2i)
]
dx
+
2q+r∑
i=2q+1
∫ ∞
−∞
U cos(ΛTi Θ− αi)dx
+
N/2∑
i=2q+r+1
∫ ∞
−∞
U cos(ΛTi Θ)dx (76)
Here the α2i phases in the first term are fixed by requiring
that
eiΛ
T
2i−1Θ → eiΛT2iΘ · e−iα2i , 1 ≤ i ≤ q (77)
under the Z2 symmetry. Likewise, the αi phases in the
second term are fixed by requiring that
eiΛ
T
i Θ → e−iΛTi Θ · e2iαi , 2q + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2q + r (78)
We now explain why the above perturbation (76) has
the required properties: (a) it gaps the edge for suffi-
ciently large U ; (b) it does not break the Z2 symmetry
explicitly; and (c) it does not break the symmetry spon-
taneously. To see that it gaps the edge, note that the
Λi’s obey Λ
T
i KΛj = 0 since they are linear combina-
tions of the Λ
(i)
± ’s. To see that the perturbation does
not break the Z2 symmetry explicitly, note that the first
two terms of (76) are manifestly invariant under the Z2
symmetry, so we only have to worry about the last term,∑N/2
i=2q+r+1 U cos(Λ
T
i Θ). To analyze the symmetry trans-
formation properties of this term, note that WΛi = Λi
in this case so this term transforms as
eiΛ
T
i Θ → eiΛTi Θ · eipiΛTi χ+ , 2q + r + 1 ≤ i ≤ N/2 (79)
Thus, the crucial question is to determine the parity of
ΛTi χ+. To this end, note that each of the above Λi’s can
be written as a linear combination, Λi =
∑
j aijΛ
(j)
+ since
WΛi = Λi. Furthermore, the expansion coefficients, aij ,
are all integers since the set {Λ(i)+ } is primitive (prop-
erty 3). Therefore, since (Λ
(i)
+ )
Tχ+ is even (property 4),
we conclude that ΛTi χ+ is also even. Hence, the term∑N/2
i=2q+r+1 U cos(Λ
T
i Θ) is invariant under the Z2 sym-
metry, as required.
All that remains is to show that the above perturba-
tion (76) does not break the Z2 symmetry spontaneously.
This follows from the fact that the set {Λ1, ...,ΛN/2} is
primitive, which in turn follows from the fact that these
vectors span the lattice Υ = U ∩ ZN .45
V. DERIVATION FOR FERMIONIC SPT EDGE
THEORIES
In this section, we prove the criterion (21) in the
fermionic case: that is, we show that a fermionic SPT
edge theory (K,W,χ) can be gapped if and only if ν = 0
(mod 2). As in the bosonic case, we first simplify our task
with a few observations. First, we note that ν can only
take the values {0, 1/4, ..., 7/4} modulo 2 (see appendix
E), and therefore it suffices to prove two claims:
• If ν = 0 (mod 2), the edge theory (K,W,χ) can be
gapped.
• If ν = 1/4, ..., 7/4 (mod 2), the edge theory
(K,W,χ) cannot be gapped.
Next we note that it suffices to prove the first claim: that
is, the second claim follows for free. Indeed, this follows
by the same stacking argument as in the bosonic case,
but with the edge theory (39) taking the place of (35).
The last simplification is to note that we can assume
without loss of generality that
sig(K(1−W )) = 0 (80)
The justification for this assumption is the same as in the
bosonic case: we can guarantee that sig(K(1−W )) = 0
if we stack an appropriate number of copies of the edge
theory (35) on top of the edge theory of interest.
Having made these simplifications, our task reduces to
showing that any fermionic SPT edge theory with ν = 0
(mod 2) and sig(K(1−W )) = 0 can be gapped without
breaking the Z2 symmetry. This claim can be proved us-
ing exactly the same arguments as in the bosonic case,
with only one change: a new argument is needed to estab-
lish that K+ and K− have a complete set of null vectors
since the argument given in section IV B 1 is not applica-
ble.
We now fill in this hole and present the argument for
why K+ and K− have a complete set of null vectors in the
fermionic case. The first step is to note that by a result
of Ref. 3, it suffices to show that K± have two prop-
erties: (i) sig(K±) = 0 and (ii) the topological phases
corresponding to K± have Lagrangian subgroups. Prop-
erty (i) is easy to establish: it follows immediately from
the fact that sig(K) = 0 and sig(K(1 −W )) = 0. Prop-
erty (ii) is harder. To establish this, we use the following
lemma (see below for proof):
Lemma 3. If a fermionic Abelian topological phase has
the property that the number of distinct anyons is a per-
fect square and that a × a = 1 for every anyon a, then
the topological phase has a Lagrangian subgroup.
To apply this lemma in our case, we need to estab-
lish three points: (a) K± has at least one odd element
on the diagonal, (b) |det(K±)| is a perfect square and
(c) 2K−1± is an integer matrix. To establish (a), we note
that we can always ensure that K+ has at least one odd
element on the diagonal by stacking with the following
trivial SPT edge theory: K =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, W =
(
1 0
0 1
)
,
χ =
(
0
0
)
. This stacking does not affect either the gap-
pability of the edge or the value of ν, so it is harmless for
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our purposes. Likewise, we we can ensure that K− has at
least one odd element on the diagonal by stacking with
K =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, W =
(−1 0
0 −1
)
, χ =
(
0
0
)
. To establish
(b), we use a mathematical result, proved in appendix G,
which states that |det(K±)| ·2|sig(K±)| is always a perfect
square for any SPT edge theory (K,W,χ) that has ν = 0
(mod 1/2). Applying this result to our case, we imme-
diately deduce that |det(K±)| is a perfect square since
sig(K±) = 0. As for property (c), this follows from the
same argument as in the bosonic case (section IV B 1).
To complete the argument, we now present the proof
of Lemma 3:
Proof. As in the bosonic case, we first prove a weaker
result: we show that any non-trivial fermionic topological
phase with the above properties supports at least one
non-trivial anyon which is either a boson or a fermion. To
see this, notice that all the anyons in such a topological
phase must have mutual statistics eiθa,b = ±1 since they
obey a× a = 1. It then follows that all the anyons have
exchange statistics eiθa ∈ {±1,±i}. At the same time, it
is easy to see that if two distinct anyons have exchange
statistics ±i, then fusing these anyons together gives a
nontrivial anyon which is either a boson or a fermion: this
follows from the composition rule θa×b = θa + θb + θa,b.
Combining these two observations, we see that the only
way to avoid having a non-trivial anyon which is a boson
or a fermion is if there is only one non-trivial anyon.
But this cannot be the case, since the number of distinct
anyons is a perfect square, by assumption.
With the help of the above result, we now prove the
lemma. Like in the bosonic case, the argument is by in-
duction: we assume the lemma holds for all topological
phases with n− 1 or fewer anyons, and we show that the
Lemma holds for phases with n anyons. To this end, con-
sider any topological phase with n anyons which obeys
the above conditions. As we argued above, this topolog-
ical phase must contain at least one anyon b which is a
boson or a fermion. In fact, we can assume without loss of
generality that b is a boson, since we can always combine
it with the local fermion if this is not the case. We can
now imagine condensing the boson b and thereby con-
structing a new topological phase A′ with n/4 anyons.
Formally, the condensed phase A′ is given by the quo-
tient group A′ = Zb/{1, b} where Zb is the set of all
anyons in A that have trivial mutual statistics with re-
spect to b. Following this formal definition, it is easy to
see that the condensed phase also obeys a × a = 1 for
all a ∈ A′. Hence, by our inductive assumption the con-
densed phase must have a Lagrangian subgroup L. As
in the bosonic case, one can check that the subgroup of
anyons generated by 〈L, b〉 gives a Lagrangian subgroup
for the original phase. This completes the inductive step.
VI. DERIVATION OF GENERAL CRITERION
Having established our criterion for the special case
of SPT edge theories, we now derive the two versions
of the general criterion presented in section III D. We
will do this in three steps: (1) we prove that the second
version of the criterion is sufficient for having a gapped
edge; (2) we show that the first version of the criterion is
necessary for having a gapped edge; (3) we show that the
first version of the criterion implies the second version.
A. Sufficiency of second criterion
We begin by proving the sufficiency of the second ver-
sion of our criterion: in other words, we show that con-
ditions (i)-(iv) are sufficient to guarantee that an edge
theory (K,W,χ) can be gapped without breaking the Z2
symmetry. Our proof is brief since it uses almost identi-
cal arguments to the SPT case.
The first step is to observe that we can assume without
loss of generality that sig(K(1 −W )) = 0. The reason
we can make this assumption is the same as in the SPT
case: we can always guarantee that sig(K(1 −W )) = 0
by stacking some number of copies of the edge theory
(35) on top of the edge theory of interest. This stacking
is harmless because it does not affect the gappability of
the edge or conditions (1)-(4) of the criterion (since (35)
is the edge theory for a trivial SPT phase).
The next step is to show that the matrices K+ and
K− have a complete set of null vectors. Unfortunately,
the argument from the SPT case (e.g. sections IV B 1
and V) does not generalize easily since it relies on the
assumption that |det(K)| = 1. Therefore, a new argu-
ment is necessary. We give this argument in Appendix H;
the proof uses conditions (i)-(iii) of the criterion together
with our assumption that sig(K(1−W )) = 0.
Let us denote the null vectors of K± by
{Λ¯(1)± , ..., Λ¯(n±/2)± }. The next step is to convert these null
vectors for K± into null vectors for K. We do this by
defining Λ
(j)
± = V±Λ¯
(j)
± as in Eq. (65). By construction,
{Λ(1)± , ...,Λ(n±/2)± } are mutually null with respect to K
and obey WΛ
(j)
± = ±Λ(j)± .
To proceed further, we note that condition (iv) of our
criterion guarantees that we can always choose the above
null vectors so that {Λ(1)+ , ...,Λ(n+/2+ )} are primitive and
(Λ
(j)
+ )
Tχ+ = 0 (mod 2): indeed, this can be shown using
the same argument as in the SPT case (section IV B 2).
Putting this all together, we have established the exis-
tence of a complete set of null vectors {Λ(1)± , ...,Λ(n±/2)± }
that obey WΛ
(j)
± = ±Λ(j)± and that have the property
that {Λ(1)+ , ...,Λ(n+/2)+ } are primitive and (Λ(j)+ )Tχ+ = 0
(mod 2). The last step is to use these null vectors to
devise an explicit perturbation
∑N/2
i=1 U cos(M
T
i Θ − αi)
that gaps the edge. Conveniently, this perturbation can
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FIG. 1. Starting point for our argument: (a) We consider a
2D SET phase in a strip geometry in which both the upper
and lower edge are described by the edge theory (K,W,χ).
(b) We then imagine gapping the lower edge with appropri-
ate interactions. The low energy theory for the strip is then
similar to the edge theory for the upper edge (K,W,χ) ex-
cept that it contains an additional set of local operators that
describe processes where an anyon l tunnels from the upper
edge to the lower edge and is then annihilated (dashed line).
be constructed in exactly the same way as the SPT case
(section IV B 3), without any changes. This completes
the proof.
B. Necessity of first criterion
In this section we prove the necessity of the first ver-
sion of our criterion. More specifically, we focus on prov-
ing the necessity of condition (III), since the necessity of
conditions (I) and (II) was discussed in section III D.
1. Outline of argument
Let (K,W,χ) be an edge theory that can be gapped
without breaking the Z2 symmetry. We need to show
that condition (III) holds. To this end, we consider the
2D SET phase corresponding to (K,W,χ) in a quasi one-
dimensional strip geometry. We assume both the upper
edge and the lower edge of the strip are described by the
edge theory (K,W,χ) but with opposite chiralities (Fig.
1a). Next, we imagine adding appropriate interactions
to the lower edge so as to gap it without breaking the Z2
symmetry (Fig. 1b); this is possible by our assumption.
With this setup, our proof proceeds in three steps. In
the first step, we show that the low energy theory for
this strip is an N -component chiral boson theory with
appropriately modified parameters (K˜, W˜ , χ˜). Next, we
use the fact that the strip is a one-dimensional system,
and can therefore be thought of as the boundary of a
trivial SPT phase, to deduce that the associated Z2 index
vanishes: ν˜ = 0 (mod 2). We then use the fact that ν˜ =
0 (mod 2) to show that condition (III) of our criterion is
satisfied.
2. Proof
Following the above outline, we begin by deriving the
low energy theory for the quasi one-dimensional strip
shown in Fig. 1b. Naively, one might think that this low
energy theory is simply the chiral boson theory (K,W,χ)
that describes the upper edge since the lower edge is
gapped. However, this is not quite correct: the reason is
that the two low energy theories have different sets of lo-
cal operators. In particular, in the (K,W,χ) edge theory,
the fundamental local operators (i.e. the operators from
which all other local operators can be built) are of the
form eiΛ
TΘ ≡ eiΛTKΦ where Λ is an integer vector. In
contrast, in the strip geometry, the set of local operators
is larger. To see this, recall that for any gapped edge of
an Abelian topological phase, there is always a nonempty
set of anyons that can be annihilated (absorbed) at the
edge. In particular, this is true for the lower edge of the
strip. The existence of these anyons means that the strip
has an additional set of local operators46 which describe
processes where an anyon l tunnels from the upper edge
to the lower edge of the strip, and is then annihilated at
the lower edge (Fig. 1b). These tunneling operators are
of the form eil
TΦ, so all together, the set of local opera-
tors can be parameterized as ei(Λ
TK+lT )Φ where Λ is an
integer vector and l runs over the set of integer vectors
L containing the anyons that can be annihilated at the
lower edge.3
Given that the set of local operators is larger than
usual, the low energy theory for the strip does not obey
the standard normalization conventions for a chiral boson
edge theory. To fix this discrepancy, we renormalize the
fields at the upper edge: we define
Φ˜i =
N∑
j=1
(U−1K)ijΦj (81)
where U is an N × N integer matrix with the property
that UZN = Γ where Γ is the lattice
Γ = {l +KΛ : l ∈ L, Λ ∈ ZN}.
With this change of variables, the local operators in the
low energy theory can be parameterized as
eiΛ˜
T Θ˜ (82)
where Λ˜ is an integer vector, Θ˜j ≡
∑
k K˜jkΦ˜k, and
K˜ ≡ UTK−1U (83)
Notice that our renormalization has achieved its goal:
the local operators (82) are now parameterized in the
same way as in a usual chiral boson edge theory, with K˜
playing the role of the K-matrix. Furthermore, one can
check that K˜ is an integer matrix (this follows from the
fact that L is a Lagrangian subgroup), and the Φ˜ fields
obey commutation relations of the usual form:
[Φ˜i(x
′), ∂xΦ˜j(x)] = 2piiK˜−1ij δ(x− x′) (84)
So far we have worked out the operator content of
the low energy theory; next, we analyze how operators
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transform under the Z2 symmetry. First, let us con-
sider the subset of operators of the form eiΛ˜
T Θ˜ where
Λ˜ is of the form Λ˜ = U−1KΛ for some integer vector
Λ. These operators are special because they are built
solely out of electron creation/annihilation operators on
the upper edge, and do not involve any anyon tunneling
operators. Indeed, from the definitions, one can see that
eiΛ˜
T Θ˜ = eiΛ
TΘ. As a result, the Z2 transformation law
for these operators is directly determined by Eq. (4). In
particular, we have
S−1eiΛ˜
T Θ˜S = S−1eiΛ
TΘS
= eiΛ
TWTΘ · (phase)
= eiΛ˜
T W˜T Θ˜ · (phase) (85)
where
W˜ ≡ U−1WTU (86)
and (phase) denotes a phase factor which depends on χ
and Λ, but whose explicit form is not important. From
the above transformation law, we infer that the basic
operators eiΘ˜j transform as
S−1eiΘ˜jS = e
∑
k W˜kjΘ˜k · eiχ˜j (87)
for some phase factors eiχ˜j .
At this point, we have shown that the low energy the-
ory for the strip looks like a standard chiral boson edge
theory with parameters (K˜, W˜ , χ˜). The next step is to
observe that the strip is a quasi one-dimensional system.
This means that we can think of the strip as the bound-
ary of the vacuum — i.e. the boundary of a trivial SPT
phase. It then follows from the SPT criterion (21) that
the Z2 index ν˜ associated with this low energy theory
must vanish: that is,
1
2
χ˜T+K˜
−1χ˜+ +
1
4
sig(K˜(1− W˜ )) = 0 (mod 2) (88)
where χ˜+ is defined by the usual conditions
S−1eiΛ˜
T
+Θ˜S = eiΛ˜
T
+Θ˜ · eipiΛ˜T+χ˜+ ,
W˜T χ˜+ = χ˜+ (89)
Here the first equality holds for all integer vectors Λ˜+
that satisfy W˜ Λ˜+ = Λ˜+.
At the same time, the same consistency arguments that
give the constraint (13) imply that χ˜+ obeys
2χ˜+ = diag(K˜ + K˜W˜ ) (mod 2) (90)
With Eq. (88) and (90) in hand, we are now ready to
show that condition (III) of our criterion is satisfied. To
this end, define
χ+ ≡ K(U−1)T χ˜+ (91)
We will argue that χ+ obeys all the requirements of con-
dition (III). Indeed, by construction, χ˜+ = U
TK−1χ+,
and χ˜+ obeys Eqs. (23-24). Thus, all that remains is to
show that χ+ satisfies (11). The first equation of (11),
namely S−1eiΛ
T
+ΘS = eiΛ
T
+Θ · eipiΛT+χ+ , can be verified
straightforwardly. First, we note that eiΛ
T
+Θ = eiΛ˜
T
+Θ˜
where Λ˜+ = U
−1KΛ+. It then follows that
S−1eiΛ
T
+ΘS = S−1eiΛ˜
T
+Θ˜S
= eiΛ˜
T
+Θ˜ · eipiΛ˜T+χ˜+
= eiΛ
T
+Θ · eipiΛT+χ+ (92)
as we wanted to show (here the second equality fol-
lows from (89)). The second equation of (11), namely
WTχ+ = χ+, also follows from a straightforward calcu-
lation:
WTχ+ = W
TK(U−1)T χ˜+
= K(U−1)T W˜T χ˜+
= K(U−1)T χ˜+
= χ+ (93)
C. First criterion implies second criterion
To complete our derivation, we now show that the first
version of the criterion implies the second version, or
equivalently condition (III) implies conditions (iii)-(iv).
To show that (III) implies (iv), we use the following
identities:
χT+K
−1χ+ = χ˜T+K˜
−1χ˜+,
sig(K(1−W )) = sig(K˜(1− W˜ )) (94)
Combining these two equations gives
g(χ+) =
1
2
χ˜T+K˜
−1χ˜+ +
1
4
sig(K˜(1− W˜ )) (95)
From this identity we can see immediately that (III) im-
plies (iv).
All that remains is to show that (III) implies (iii). To
this end, we use a lemma proved in appendix G which
states that if χ˜+ obeys Eq. (23) and (24) then the fol-
lowing quantity is a perfect square:
|det(K˜±)| · 2|sig(K˜±)| (96)
Here K˜± is defined by
K˜± ≡ V˜ T± K˜V˜± (97)
while V˜± is an n± × n± matrix with the property that
V˜±Zn± = Ξ˜±, where
Ξ˜± = {Λ± : W˜Λ± = ±Λ±, Λ± ∈ ZN} (98)
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Given that the quantity in (96) is a perfect square, it
suffices to prove that
|det(K±)| · 2|sig(K±)|
|det(K˜±)| · 2|sig(K˜±)|
= m2± (99)
where m± is an integer. Condition (iii) will then follow
immediately.
To derive (99), the key observation is that KΞ± ⊂
U Ξ˜±. It follows that there must exist integer matrices
R±, of dimension n± × n± such that KV± = UV˜±R±.
Hence
K± = RT±K˜±R± (100)
so that
|det(K±)| = |det(K˜±)| · | det(R±)|2 (101)
At the same time, it is easy to see that
sig(K˜±) = sig(K±) (102)
Putting this all together, we derive Eq. (99), with m± =
det(R±).
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have derived a necessary and sufficient
criterion for when an SET phase with Abelian anyons and
a unitary Z2 symmetry has a gapped symmetric edge.
Our criterion is phrased in terms of chiral boson edge
theories, and as such, it applies to any SET phase that
is consistent with such an edge theory.
Perhaps the best way to understand our criterion is the
interpretation given in section III D. According to this in-
terpretation, first version of our criterion states that an
SET phase with Z2 symmetry can have a gapped sym-
metric edge if and only if there exists a way to condense a
collection of anyons, while maintaining the Z2 symmetry,
such that the result is a trivial SPT phase.
The advantage of this way of looking at our criterion is
that it suggests natural generalizations to other symme-
try groups as well as to non-Abelian phases. The main
obstruction to implementing such generalizations is find-
ing a convenient framework for describing the relevant
class of SET phases that allows one to (a) systematically
search for anyon condensation patterns that preserve the
symmetry and (b) determine whether the SPT phase that
is produced in each case is trivial or non-trivial. In this
paper, we were able to achieve these goals using the chi-
ral boson edge theory formalism but other frameworks
are also possible. For example, SET phases with unitary
onsite symmetry group G can be described, quite gen-
erally, using mathematical structures known as ‘braided
G-crossed categories.’21–23 An interesting direction for fu-
ture work would be to derive a criterion for protected
edge modes in this language.
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Appendix A: General constraint on χ+
In this appendix, we derive the general constraint on
χ+ (13) which we reprint below for convenience:
2χ+ = diag(K +KW ) (mod 2) (A1)
Our basic strategy is to work out how operators of the
form
eiΛ
TΘ · eiΛTWTΘ (A2)
transform under the Z2 symmetry, and then compare
with the definition of χ+ (11) .
To this end, notice that Eq. (4) implies that
S−1eiΛ
TΘ(x)S = eiΛ
TWTΘ(x) · eiβ (A3)
where β is a real number that depends on Λ. At the same
time, since S2 = 1, we have
S−1eiΛ
TWTΘ(x)S = eiΛ
TΘ(x) · e−iβ (A4)
Multiplying these equations together gives
S−1
(
eiΛ
TΘ(x)eiΛ
TWTΘ(x)
)
S = eiΛ
TWTΘ(x)eiΛ
TΘ(x)
(A5)
since the two factors of e±iβ cancel one another.
Next we use the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula to
reverse the order of the two terms on the right hand side
of Eq. (A5):
eiΛ
TWTΘ(x)eiΛ
TΘ(x) = eiΛ
TΘ(x)eiΛ
TWTΘ(x)
· e[ΛTΘ(x), ΛTWTΘ(x)] (A6)
To evaluate the commutator, we use the commutation
relation
[Θi(x),Θj(x
′)] = pii (Kij sgn(x′ − x) +Xij) (A7)
Here Xij is an anti-symmetric real matrix which is chosen
so that eiΘi(x) and eiΘj(x
′) have the correct fermionic or
bosonic commutation relations when x 6= x′.48 We will
discuss the explicit form of Xij below; for now, we will
proceed with Xij undetermined. Substituting Eq. (A7)
into (A6), and using sgn(0) = 0, gives
eiΛ
TWTΘ(x)eiΛ
TΘ(x) = eiΛ
TΘ(x)eiΛ
TWTΘ(x)
· epiiΛTXWΛ (A8)
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Combining this identity with Eq. (A5) gives
S−1
(
eiΛ
TΘ(x)eiΛ
TWTΘ(x)
)
S = eiΛ
TΘ(x)eiΛ
TWTΘ(x)
· epiiΛTXWΛ (A9)
The next step is to compare the symmetry transfor-
mation (A9) with the definition of χ+ (11). Consistency
between these two equations implies the constraint
(ΛT + ΛTWT )χ+ = Λ
TXWΛ (mod 2) (A10)
Equivalently, we can write this as
2ΛTχ+ = Λ
TXWΛ (mod 2) (A11)
since WTχ+ = χ+.
At this point, we need to work out the explicit form
for Xij . To do this, we note that Xij should be chosen so
that, for x 6= x′, eiΘi(x) and eiΘj(x′) anti-commute if eiΘi
and eiΘj are both fermionic operators, and commute oth-
erwise. Formally, this is equivalent to the condition that
eiΘi(x) and eiΘj(x
′) anticommute if Kii and Kjj are both
odd and commute otherwise. Using the Baker-Campbell-
Hausdorff formula, this reduces to the requirement
Kij +Xij =
{
1 (mod 2) if Kii and Kjj both odd
0 (mod 2) otherwise
(A12)
Equivalently, we have:
Xij = KiiKjj +Kij (mod 2) (A13)
Substituting Eq. (A13) into (A11) gives
2
∑
i
Λiχ+i =
∑
ijk
Λi(KiiKjj +Kij)WjkΛk (mod 2)
(A14)
Next, we use the relation
∑
j KjjWjk = Kkk (mod 2)
(which can be derived from WTKW = K) to rewrite
this constraint as
2
∑
i
Λiχ+i =
∑
i
ΛiKii +
∑
ik
Λi(KW )ikΛk (mod 2)
(A15)
Finally, we note that since KW is a symmetric matrix,∑
ik Λi(KW )ikΛk =
∑
i Λi(KW )ii, modulo 2. Substi-
tuting this into Eq. (A15), we derive
2χ+i = Kii + (KW )ii (mod 2) (A16)
as we wanted to show.
Appendix B: Standard form for K,W and χ
In this appendix, we show that given any chiral boson
edge theory (K,W,χ), it is always possible to make an
integer change of basis of the form
W → UWU−1,
K → (U−1)TKU−1, (B1)
where U is an integer matrix with det(U) = ±1, so that
K,W,χ take the standard form shown in Eq. (14). Our
derivation closely follows a similar argument in appendix
A of Ref. 15.
We start with W . To begin, we note that the fact that
W 2 = 1 implies that the eigenvalues of W are ±1. Let
n+ be the number +1 eigenvalues and n− be the num-
ber of −1 eigenvalues, so that n+ + n− = N . Next let
{v1, ..., vn+} be a basis for the +1 eigenspace. Notice
that we can always choose the vi to be integer vectors,
since the +1 eigenspace is spanned by the columns of
1 +W , an integer matrix. Furthermore, it is easy to see
that we can always choose the vi so that they are prim-
itive. This ensures that we can extend {v1, . . . , vn+} to
an integer basis {v1, . . . , vn+ , w1, . . . , wn−} for the whole
N dimensional space such that the matrix with columns
{v1, . . . , vn+ , w1, . . . , wn−} has determinant ±1.
Let U−1 be the matrix with columns
{v1, . . . , vn+ , w1, . . . , wn−}. We next make a change of
basis W → UWU−1. After this change of basis W is in
the form
W =
(
1n+ F
0 G
)
(B2)
where F is n+ × n− and G is n− × n−. Next, using the
fact that W 2 = 1, we deduce that G2 = 1. Furthermore,
since Tr(W ) = n+ − n−, we know that Tr(G) = −n−.
We conclude that G = −1n− and thus W is of the form
W =
(
1n+ F
0 −1n−
)
(B3)
The next step is to make another transformation W →
UWU−1, where U is an integer matrix of the form
U =
(
U1 0
0 U2
)
(B4)
and det(U1) = det(U2) = ±1. Under this transformation
F → U1FU−12 . Therefore, according to the Smith normal
form for integer matrices, we can always choose U1 and
U2 so that F becomes a diagonal matrix.
To proceed further, we make a transformation of the
form W → UWU−1 where U is of the form
U =
(
1n+ Y
0 1n−
)
(B5)
Under this transformation, F → F − 2Y . Hence we can
choose Y so that F has only 0’s and 1’s along the diago-
nal. We can therefore assume without loss of generality
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that F is of the form
F =
(
1m 0
0 0
)
(B6)
where m ≤ n±. At this point, we have managed to put
W in the form
W =
1m 0 1m 00 1n+−m 0 00 0 −1m 0
0 0 0 −1n−−m
 (B7)
The final step is to make another transformation W →
UWU−1 where U is of the form
U =
1m 0 0 00 1n+−m 0 01m 0 1m 0
0 0 0 1n−−m
 (B8)
This transformation puts W in the form
W =
 0 0 1m 00 1n+−m 0 01m 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1n−−m
 (B9)
Finally, after reordering the columns and rows we can
put W in the following form:
W =
−1n−−m 0 0 00 1n+−m 0 00 0 0 1m
0 0 1m 0
 (B10)
This is precisely the form for W given in Eq. (14).
We now move on to consider K. Using the fact that
WTKW = K, and that K is symmetric, we immediately
deduce that K must be of the form
K =

A 0 B −B
0 C D D
BT DT E F
−BT DT FT E
 (B11)
where A,C,E, F are symmetric integer matrices.
All that remains is to show that we can put χ in stan-
dard form. To this end, we note that since S2 = 1, the
vector χ must be of the form
χ =
χ1χ2χ3
χ4
 (B12)
with 2χ2 = 0 (mod 2) and χ3 + χ4 = 0 (mod 2).
We now redefine the Θ fields by shifting them by a
constant, that is Θ→ Θ + piα where
α =
α1α2α3
α4
 (B13)
Under this transformation
χ→ χ+
 2α10α3 − α4
α4 − α3
 (B14)
Clearly by choosing α appropriately, we can arrange so
that χ1 = 0 and χ3 = χ4 = 0 (mod 2). Thus, after this
redefinition, χ is of the form
χ =
 0χ20
0
 (B15)
where χ2 is an (n+ −m) component vector with integer
components. This is exactly the standard form given in
Eq. (14).
Appendix C: Formula for χ+ in terms of (K,W,χ)
In this appendix, we derive an explicit formula for χ+
(15) which can be used whenever (K,W,χ) are in the
standard form (14).
To begin, recall that the second condition in the defi-
nition of χ+ (11) is that W
Tχ+ = χ+. Assuming W is
in the standard form (14), this condition implies that
χ+ =
0xy
y
 (C1)
for some unknown vectors x and y of dimension (n+−m)
and m respectively. Our task is to compute x and y.
To compute x, let Λ be an integer vector of the form
Λ =
 0Λ20
0
 (C2)
Substituting this Λ into the definition of χ+ (11), we
deduce that
S−1eiΛ
TΘS = eiΛ
TΘeipiΛ
T
2 x (C3)
At the same time, according to the general symmetry
transformation (4),
S−1eiΛ
TΘS = eiΛ
TΘeipiΛ
T
2 χ2 (C4)
We conclude that
x = χ2 + 2a (C5)
for some integer vector a.
All that remains is to compute y. The most straight-
forward way to do this is to use the same approach as we
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did to calculate x, but with Λ =
 00Λ3
Λ3
. However, we
can find y more quickly by leveraging the general con-
straint (13) on χ+. Assuming K,W are in the standard
form (14), this constraint immediately implies that
2y = diag(E + F ) (mod 2) (C6)
so that
y = diag(E + F )/2 + b (C7)
for some integer vector b. (Note that, y is only deter-
mined modulo 1, unlike x, since the most general δ obey-
ing conditions (12) is of the form δ =
(
0 2a b b
)T
.
Putting this all together, we have shown that
χ+ =
 0χ2 + 2adiag(E + F )/2 + b
diag(E + F )/2 + b
 (C8)
for some integer a and b. This completes our derivation
of the formula (15).
Appendix D: Proving ν is invariant under
χ+ → χ+ + δ
In this appendix, we show that ν does not depend on
the choice of χ+ for any SPT edge theory. Equivalently,
we show that g(χ+ + δ) = g(χ+) (mod 2) where
g(x) ≡ 1
2
xTK−1x+
1
4
sig(K(1−W )) (D1)
and δ is any vector satisfying Eq. (12).
The first step is to note that
g(χ+ + δ)− g(χ+) = 1
2
δTK−1δ + χT+K
−1δ (D2)
Next let ∆ = K−1δ. Then, we can rewrite the above
difference as
g(χ+ + δ)− g(χ+) = 1
2
∆TK∆ + χT+∆ (D3)
To proceed further, we note that any δ satisfying (12)
is necessarily of the form
δ = (1 +WT )y (D4)
where y is an integer vector. Indeed, this is obvious if
one works in the standard basis where W is of the form
(14).
Next, we note that ∆ can be parameterized in a similar
manner to δ, that is
∆ = (1 +W )x (D5)
where x is an integer vector. Indeed, this follows from
(D4), using the identity K−1(1 + WT ) = (1 + W )K−1
together with the fact that K−1 is an integer matrix in
the SPT case.
Finally, we substitute (D5) into (D3) to obtain
g(χ+ + δ)− g(χ+) = xTKx+ xTKWx+ 2χT+x (D6)
It is easy to see that the sum of these three terms
is always even, using the general constraint 2χ+ =
diag(KW +K) (mod 2) (13), together with the general
identity xTMx + diag(M)Tx = 0 (mod 2) which holds
for any symmetric integer matrix M and integer vector
x. Putting this all together, we conclude that
g(χ+ + δ) = g(χ+) (mod 2), (D7)
as claimed.
Appendix E: Quantization of ν
In this appendix we prove that ν is always an integer
in the bosonic SPT case and always a multiple of 1/4 in
the fermionic SPT case. We begin with the bosonic case.
Our proof is based on the following alternative expression
for 8ν:
8ν = (2χ+)
T (KW )−1(2χ+)
+ 2 · sig(K(1−W )) (E1)
(Here we have used the fact that WTχ+ = χ+). Given
this expression, it suffices to show that the right hand
side of (E1) is a multiple of 8. We will accomplish this by
finding a basis where KW and χ+ are especially simple.
To this end, consider the matrix KW . This matrix
has several nice properties. First, it is symmetric since
(KW )T = WTK = KW . Second, it has determinant
±1, since detK = ±1 in the SPT case. Finally, we can
assume without loss of generality that KW is odd (i.e.
has at least one odd element on the diagonal) and in-
definite (i.e. has at least one positive and one negative
eigenvalue). Indeed, we can always ensure the latter two
properties by stacking the edge theories (35) and (27)
on top of the edge theory we are interested in, as this
stacking only shifts g(χ+) by an even integer.
To proceed further, we apply a theorem of Milnor,
which states that if two integer matrices M,M ′ satisfy
the above properties and have the same dimension and
same signature, then M,M ′ are equivalent up to an in-
teger change of basis: that is M ′ = UMUT for some
integer matrix U with determinant ±1.49 Applying Mil-
nor’s theorem to the matrix KW , it follows that there
exists an integer basis where KW is of the form
KW =

±1 0 0 · · ·
0 ±1 0 · · ·
0 0 ±1 · · ·
...
...
... · · ·
 (E2)
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Next, we note that Eq. (13) implies that, in this basis,
the vector 2χ+ has odd integer components. Combining
this observation with the above expression for KW , we
deduce that
(2χ+)
T (KW )−1(2χ+) = sig(KW ) (mod 8) (E3)
since x2 = 1 (mod 8) for any odd integer x.
Comparing Eq. (E3) with the right hand side of (E1),
it suffices to show that
sig(KW ) + 2 · sig(K(1−W )) (E4)
is a multiple of 8. The latter result follows from the two
identities
sig(KW ) = sig(K(1 +W ))
− sig(K(1−W )) (E5)
and
sig(K) = sig(K(1 +W ))
+ sig(K(1−W )) (E6)
together with the fact that sig(K) = 0 in the SPT case.
We now move on to the fermionic case. We need
to show that ν is a multiple of 1/4, or equivalently,
1
2χ
T
+K
−1χ+, is a multiple of 1/4. To do this, we use
the identity
1
2
χT+K
−1χ+ =
1
2
χ¯T+K
−1
+ χ¯+ (E7)
where χ¯+ ≡ V T+ χ+. Next, we observe that χ¯+ is an in-
teger vector: this is obvious if one works in the standard
basis where χ+ is of the form (15) and V+ is given by
(18). Also, K−1+ is a half -integer matrix (see the argu-
ment given in section IV B 1). Putting this all together,
it immediately follows that 12χ
T
+K
−1χ+ is a multiple of
1/4 as we wanted to show.
Appendix F: Proving the edge theory (35) can be
gapped
In this appendix, we show that the chiral boson edge
theory (35) can be gapped without breaking the Z2 sym-
metry. We note that a similar argument was given in
Ref. 47.
The first step is to translate the (K,W,χ) data in
Eq. (35) into an explicit Hamiltonian,
H =
∫ ∞
−∞
v
4pi
[(∂xΘ1)
2 +
v
4pi
(∂xΘ2)
2]dx,
[Θ1(x
′), ∂xΘ2(x)] = 2piiδ(x′ − x), (F1)
and Z2 symmetry transformation,
S−1eiΘ1S = eiΘ2 , S−1eiΘ2S = eiΘ1 (F2)
(Here, we have chosen the velocity matrix V to be of the
form V =
(
v 0
0 v
)
for simplicity).
We will now show that we can gap the above Hamilto-
nian H by adding the following Z2 symmetric perturba-
tion:
U√
2
∫ ∞
−∞
(cos(Θ1) + cos(Θ2))dx (F3)
Notice that this perturbation is not of the null vector
type described in section II C, so we need to do some
additional work to see that it opens up a gap.
Our argument rests on three claims: (i) H can be
gapped by adding the (symmetry-breaking) perturbation
U cos(Θ1); (ii) H has a (hidden) SU(2)L×SU(2)R sym-
metry; and (iii) this SU(2)L × SU(2)R symmetry group
contains an element U0 with the property that
U−10 cos(Θ1)U0 =
1√
2
(cos(Θ1) + cos(Θ2)) (F4)
Given these claims, it follows immediately that the per-
turbation (F3) opens up a gap. Furthermore, the re-
sulting ground state must be non-degenerate since it is
non-degenerate in the case of the perturbation U cos(Θ1).
Putting these two facts together, we conclude that the
perturbation (F3) gaps the edge theory without break-
ing the Z2 symmetry either explicitly or spontaneously,
as we wanted to show.
All that remains is to justify claims (i)-(iii). Claim (i)
follows from the fact that U cos(Θ1) belongs to the gen-
eral class of gapping perturbations discussed in section
(II C). As for claim (ii), this follows from the well-known
equivalence between the above Hamiltonian (F2) and the
level-1 SU(2) WZW model.50 Likewise, claim (iii) follows
from the fact that
(
eiΘ1
eiΘ2
)
transforms as a doublet under
the SU(2)R symmetry.
Appendix G: Sufficient conditions for when
| det(K±)| · 2|sig(K±)| is a perfect square
In this appendix, we prove that |det(K±)| ·2|sig(K±)| is
a perfect square for any SPT edge theory (K,W,χ) that
has ν = 0 (mod 1/2).
Our proof is essentially a brute force calculation, using
the standard form for K and W , given in Eq. (14). The
first step is to recall that in this basis, K± are given by
K+ =
(
C 2D
2DT 2(E + F )
)
, K− =
(
A 2B
2BT 2(E − F )
)
Next we define two related matrices:
J+ =
(
C 2D
DT (E + F )
)
, J− =
(
A 2B
BT (E − F )
)
(G1)
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We note that
K± =
(
1n+−m 0
0 2 · 1m
)
· J± (G2)
so det(K±) = 2m det(J±). At the same time, it is easy
to see that the eigenvalues of J± are in one-to-one corre-
spondence with the eigenvalues of K within the W = ±1
subspaces. This implies the identity
det(K) = det(J+) det(J−) (G3)
from which it follows that det(J±) = ±1. Hence, we
conclude that
|det(K+)| = |det(K−)| = 2m (G4)
It is also clear that
sig(K±) = dim(K±) = n± (mod 2) (G5)
Thus, in order to show that |det(K±)| · 2|sig(K±)| is a
perfect square, it suffices to show that m+ n+ and m+
n− are both even. We will do this with the help of the
following identity (see below for proof):
4ν = m+ n− (mod 2) (G6)
The above identity, together with our assumption that
ν = 0 (mod 1/2), immediately implies that m + n− is
even. Likewise, the fact that m+n+ is even follows from
noting that n+ = n− (mod 2) (since n+ +n− = N which
is an even integer given that sig(K) = 0).
All that remains is to establish Eq. (G6). To this end,
we note that the general constraint on χ+ (13) implies
that
2χ+ =
00d
d
 (mod 2), d = diag(E + F ) (G7)
It follows that
(2χ+)
TK−1(2χ+) =
(
0 0 d d
)T
K−1
00d
d
 (mod 4)
(G8)
Next, we use the relationship between K and K+ to
rewrite the expression on the right-hand side as
(
0 0 d d
)T
K−1
00d
d
 = (0 2d)T K−1+ ( 02d
)
= 2
(
0 d
)T
J−1+
(
0
d
)
(G9)
Now consider J−1+ modulo 2. Using the fact that 2D ≡ 0
(mod 2), it is easy to see that
J−1+ =
(
C−1 0
−(E + F )−1DTC−1 (E + F )−1
)
(mod 2)
where all inverses are taken modulo 2. It follows that(
0 d
)T
J−1+
(
0
d
)
= dT (E + F )−1d (mod 2) (G10)
Next we use a general identity, which applies to any sym-
metric integer matrix M which is invertible modulo 2:
diag(M)TM−1diag(M) = dim(M) (mod 2) (G11)
(One way to prove this to use the fact that any such M
can be put into a canonical form M =
1k 0 00 0 1l
0 1l 0
,
after a change of basis). Applying Eq. (G11) to M =
E + F , we conclude that
dT (E + F )−1d = m (mod 2) (G12)
Putting together Eqs. (G8-G10) and (G12), we derive
4χT+K
−1χ+ = 2m (mod 4) (G13)
Therefore
4ν = 2χT+K
−1χ+ + sig(K(1−W ))
= m+ n− (mod 2) (G14)
where we have used the fact that sig(K(1 −W )) = n−
(mod 2) in the second equality. This completes our proof
of Eq. (G6).
Appendix H: General proof that K± has null vectors
Let (K,W,χ) be a chiral boson edge theory with Z2
symmetry. In this appendix, we prove that the two ma-
trices K+ and K− are guaranteed to have a complete set
of null vectors as long as sig(K(1−W )) = 0 and the edge
theory satisfies conditions (i)-(iii) of our criterion.
We will give a separate proof for the case where
(K,W,χ) is a bosonic edge theory and the case where
it is a fermionic edge theory. We will start with the
bosonic case, where we will not need condition (3) at all
to prove the result. The first step is to note that condi-
tion (2) of the criterion implies that there exists a set of
integer vectors L with the following properties:
1. lTK−1l′ is an integer for any l, l′ ∈ L.
2. lTK−1l is an even integer for any l ∈ L.
3. If l′ is not equivalent to any element of L, then
lTK−1l′ is non-integer for some l ∈ L.
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4. If l ∈ L, then WT l is equivalent to some l′ ∈ L.
Define a set Γ by
Γ = {l +KΛ : l ∈ L, Λ ∈ ZN} (H1)
Also, define two sets Γ± by
Γ± = {v : v ∈ Γ, WT v = ±v} (H2)
These sets have several important properties. First, all
three are integer lattices, with Γ being of dimension N
and Γ± being of dimension n±. Second, WTΓ = Γ, since
this follows immediately from property (4) above. Fi-
nally, Γ,Γ± satisfy
Γ ⊂ 1
2
(Γ+ + Γ−) (H3)
In other words, every vector v ∈ Γ can be written as a
sum v = 12 (v+ + v−) for some v± ∈ Γ±. This follows
immediately by setting v± = (v ±WT v).
To proceed further, we note that since Γ± are integer
lattices of dimension n±, they can be represented as Γ± =
U±Zn± where U± are N × n± integer matrices. Now
define two matrices
K˜± ≡ UT±K−1U± (H4)
It is easy to see that K˜± are symmetric integer matri-
ces with vanishing signature and only even numbers on
the diagonal. Indeed, the fact that K˜± are integer ma-
trices follows from property (1) of L. Also, the fact
that K˜± have only even elements on the diagonal fol-
lows from property (2) together with the fact that K has
only even elements on the diagonal. Finally, the fact that
K˜± have vanishing signature follows from our assumption
that K(1−W ) and K have vanishing signature.
In addition to the above properties, K˜± also have the
property that 2K˜−1± are integer matrices. We now prove
this claim for K˜+ — the proof for K˜− is similar. To
begin, suppose that x is a n+ component vector with
the property that K˜+x is an integer vector. Then it
follows that v+K
−1U+x is integer for all v+ ∈ Γ+. At
the same time, it is clear that v−K−1U+x = 0 for all
v− ∈ Γ−. Combining these two observations we deduce
that vK−1U+x is a half-integer for all v ∈ Γ: this follows
from Eq. (H3) above. The latter property implies that
2U+x ∈ Γ, as this follows from property 3 above. At the
same time, we know that 2U+x ∈ Ξ+, so we conclude
that 2U+x ∈ Γ+. It then follows that 2x ∈ Zn+ . Thus,
we have shown that if K˜+x is an integer vector then
2x ∈ Zn+ . The claim follows immediately.
To summarize: we have shown that K˜± are symmet-
ric integer matrices with vanishing signature, with only
even elements on the diagonal, and with the property
that 2K˜−1± are integer matrices. This means that if we
think of K˜± as K-matrices, then the corresponding topo-
logical phases are bosonic, have vanishing chiral central
charge, and have the property that a × a = 1 for all
anyons a. Therefore, according to Lemma 1, these topo-
logical phases must have Lagrangian subgroups. This is
turn means that K˜± have a complete set of linearly inde-
pendent null vectors {v(1)± , ..., v(n±/2)± }, according to the
results of Ref. 3. Now define
w
(i)
± = det(K) ·K−1U±v(i)± (H5)
By construction, the w
(i)
± ’s are null vectors for K. At the
same time, they belong to Ξ±, so they can be represented
as
w
(i)
± = V±Λ¯
(i)
± (H6)
We can now see that {Λ¯(1)± , ..., Λ¯(n±/2)± } are null vectors
for K±. This completes the proof in the bosonic case.
Next, consider the fermionic case. Following the same
arguments as in the bosonic case, it is easy to see that
K˜+ and K˜− are symmetric integer matrices with van-
ishing signature; the only difference is that now both of
these matrices have at least one odd element on the diag-
onal. This means that K˜± describe fermionic topological
phases with vanishing chiral central charge and with the
property that a× a = 1 for all anyons a.
At this point, it is natural to try to use Lemma 3 to
conclude that the topological phases corresponding to
K˜± have Lagrangian subgroups. If we could do that,
then we would be done since the remainder of the proof
would go through just as in the bosonic case. The only
catch is that in order to apply Lemma 3, we need to es-
tablish that |det(K˜±)| is a perfect square. We now prove
that this is the case, using condition (iii) of the criterion.
The first step is to note that since KΞ± ⊂ Γ±, there
must exist integer n±×n± matrices T± such that KV± =
U±T±. It then follows that
K± = TT± K˜±T± (H7)
so that
|det(K±)| = |det(K˜±)| · | det(T±)|2 (H8)
At the same time, we know that |det(K±)| is a perfect
square by condition (iii) of our criterion (since sig(K±) =
0 by assumption). Combining this with the above iden-
tity, we conclude that |det(K˜±)| must also be a perfect
square. This completes the proof in the fermionic case.
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